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Artificial Intelligence in Industrial Systems

ARTIFICIAL intelligence has played an important
role in industrial community over the last decades.

Benefited from the recent progress in data acquisition and
high-performance computing, artificial intelligence technology
has gained a great development, and plenty of industrial
products have been built with intelligent abilities. Artificial
intelligence techniques improve the performance of industrial
systems, whereas the practical applications in industry inspire
the theoretical advances of artificial intelligence in turn. Al-
though artificial intelligence has shown great success in solving
real-world problems, there is still room for improvement due to
the complexity of industrial tasks.

This Special Section aims to propose the most recent work
on the application of artificial intelligence in industrial systems,
and presents new theories and algorithms toward addressing the
remaining issues. The 29 papers that constitute this Special Sec-
tion (a total of 89 papers were received) put forward a variety of
algorithmic techniques covering a wide range of topics, such as
detection, tracking, recognition and classification for industrial
perception, action and activity analysis for industrial systems,
intelligent human–machine interaction techniques, data anal-
ysis in industrial product design, multisource date fusion for
industrial systems, and performance evaluation and benchmark
datasets for industrial systems.

Concerning the subject detection, tracking, recognition, and
classification for industrial perception, [item 1) in the Appendix]
designs a deep learning based visual inspection system for weld-
ing defection detection. The proposed system utilizes the data
augmentation and transfer learning methods to train a deep neu-
ral network with about seven million parameters. During the op-
eration, the system is able to collect data and extend the dataset.
With the increasing of the dataset size, the training procedure
is repeated to improve the performance. The results show that
deep neural networks can be successfully applied in the qual-
ity inspection tasks, which were usually performed by human
operators. The paper [item 2) in the Appendix] puts forward
a unified framework to detect and count vehicles from drone
images. Based on the expected squared error, an effective loss
is designed to push the anchors toward matching ground truth
boxes with adaptive scale, and the bottom–up and top–down at-
tention mechanism is used to extract features. Then, the count-
ing layer with regularized constraint is combined into the loss
function of object detection to improve the accuracy of both ve-
hicle detection and counting. Experiments on several real-world
datasets show the superiority of the proposed framework over
the state of the arts. In [item 3) in the Appendix], a multichan-
nel network to detect and distinguish human’s right/left hands
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from images was developed. The first channel of the network
extracts hand feature for hand detection, whereas the second
channel models the human body pose and estimates the position
of the hands. Afterward, the estimated hand position is used to
correct the result of hand detection, and distinguish the right
and left hands. In this way, the output of the two channels are
fused. Results demonstrate that the proposed network is able to
perform hand detection and recognition in real time. The paper
[item 4) in the Appendix] presents a robot localization system.
An unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) is used to obtain a shared
environment map from the global view and transfers the map to
all the ground robot. Therefore, the ground robot can determine
its localization with respective to the UAV by employing the ge-
ometric information. Then, the map is simplified into a two-and-
a-half-dimensional city map, and the global pose of the ground
robot is estimated. To deal with the drastically different views of
air–ground robots, an automatic collaborative localization strat-
egy is also designed. Experiments in an industrial environment
validate the outstanding localization results of the proposed sys-
tem. The paper [item 5) in the Appendix] tackles the anomaly
detection problem in industrial cases. A vertex-weighted hyper-
graph is constructed for the training data, where each vertex
corresponds to a sample. The correlation among the samples is
also captured in the graph. To deal with the unbalanced data,
each vertex is assigned with a weight according to its similarity
score and isolation score. Finally, graph learning technique is
employed to learn the label of each vertex, and the anomaly
detection goal is accomplished. The proposed method is able to
investigate the effect of each sample on the detection task.

For the topic action and activity analysis for industrial sys-
tems, [item 6) in the Appendix] designs an activity recognition
framework based on the neural network. By utilizing the Mo-
bileNet convolution neural network (CNN) model, the surveil-
lance video stream is first partitioned into important shots, which
contain the activities. Then, the FlowNet2 is used to extract the
temporal optical flow features. Finally, the obtained features are
fed into the multilayer long short-term memory (LSTM), which
is able to model the long-term sequences. Experiments on ac-
tivity recognition demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
framework in industrial scenarios. The paper [item 7) in the
Appendix] presents a lightweight learning-based framework to
understand the manual assembly. The MobileNet CNN model is
incorporated into the single shot multibox detector networks to
detect the hands in videos. Then, a tracking strategy is proposed
to associate the hand bounding boxes in consecutive frames. Af-
ter obtaining the trajectories of hands, a temporal action recog-
nition model is used to analyze the content of hand operations.
The proposed framework can understand the actual state of the
assembly process, which helps to improve the quality control
and production planning.
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Intelligent human–machine interaction techniques have been
tackled in the paper [item 8) in the Appendix] that introduces
an end-to-end cost sensitive parallel neural network to learn
the operation of insurance data. The proposed framework pro-
cesses the heterogeneous insurance data into a parallel architec-
ture and learns a cost-sensitive matrix to handle the imbalanced
data. During the training stage, both the network parameter
and the cost-sensitive matrix are optimized. Then, a real-world
insurance intelligence operation system is established, which
deals with the insurance operation problems with end-to-end
process. The paper [item 9) in the Appendix] presents a gradi-
ent descent least squares regression based network for control-
ling grid-integrated solar photovoltaic system. The proposed
algorithm attenuates harmonic components, noise, dc offsets,
bias, notches, and distortions from nonlinear signals, so that
the power quality can be improved under both normal and ab-
normal conditions. The established system performs well on a
developed prototype, and the results satisfy the IEEE-519 stan-
dard. The paper [item 10) in the Appendix] proposes an energy
optimization-based system for the assisting users to push power-
assisted wheelchairs with a suitable fatigue level. The assistive
task is considered as an optimal control problem, which is fur-
ther solved by the online model-free reinforcement learning
methods. In this way, the electrical energy is minimized while
the desired fatigue level is maintained. Simulation results show
that the proposed system can adapt to the human fatigue dynam-
ics changes. The paper [item 11) in the Appendix] presents an
intelligent electricity demand forecasting system for fused mag-
nesium smelting process. In the proposed system, a mechanism
model is combined with a data-driven model. To identify the
order of the data-driven model, the maximal information coeffi-
cient method is combined with the rule reasoning. Meanwhile,
an intelligent saturated alternating identification algorithm is
put forward to avoid the mutual effect between the mechanism
model and the data-driven model. Industrial applications vali-
date the effectiveness of the proposed system. Still in the context
of intelligent human–machine interaction techniques, [item 12)
in the Appendix] develops a two-stage optimal design system
to control the total power loss in the hybrid ac–dc microgrid
applications. In the first stage, the total power loss of CLLC res-
onant converter is optimized. In the second stage, the optimal
leakage inductances and magnetizing inductance are obtained.
The proposed system demonstrates that artificial intelligence is
applicable for total power loss optimization. The effectiveness
of the system is demonstrated by an example of a real converter.
Still in the context of intelligent human–machine interaction
techniques, [item 13) in the Appendix] designs a personalized
travel recommendation system. Based on domain adaptation,
a unified classifier is first developed to detect landmark styles.
Then, both the detected landmark styles and the user’s travel his-
tory are jointly utilized to learn the style-oriented preferences.
Finally, the style-oriented landmark recommendation system is
established, which takes both the user’s style and the characteris-
tics of the must-go landmarks into consideration. Experimental
results prove that it is important to include both the long-term
and short-term style preferences in recommendation, and the
local contexts, such as landmark location and popularity, should
be also considered.

The subject of data analysis in industrial product design has
been considered, [item 14) in the Appendix] proposes a hy-
brid feature transformation and compression method to diag-
nose the high-voltage circuit breaker fault. Basic characteris-
tic description is first generated with the traditional wavelet
transformation time–frequency analysis. Meanwhile, a random
forest is used to extend the feature width. Then, a stacked au-
toencoder is employed to compress the feature depth. Finally,
five classifiers are utilized to accomplish the fault diagnose task.
Comparative experiments verify the superiority of the proposed
framework. The paper [item 15) in the Appendix] introduces
a hierarchical backtracking-based parameter learning method
for surface mount chips with small outline transistor packages.
The Gaussian mixture model and random walk watershed al-
gorithms are jointly combined to extract the lead regions of
the chips. Then, the lead regions are grouped by a hierarchical
backtracking algorithm to obtain chip models. Finally, the root
set pyramids are employed to eliminate the redundant models.
Experimental results show that the proposed method is effective
in parameter learning and robust to noise. The paper [item 16)
in the Appendix] introduces a supervised subspace learning
method. The neighbor relationship of the data samples is uti-
lized to exploit the geometric structure, where marginal samples
are captured. Based on the marginal samples, discriminant anal-
ysis is performed, and the low-dimensional representation is
extracted. Since the proposed method depends on the multiple
marginal pairs, it can handle the data with complex structures.
Besides, by utilizing the between-class matrix, the proposed
method has the capability to learn the intrinsic feature dimension
automatically. The paper [item 17) in the Appendix] presents
a new electromagnetic compatibility management method for
cell phones. First, the electromagnetic interference analysis of
electronic devices is conducted according to electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) guidelines, engineers’ experience, and de-
sign document to determine the primary interference and sen-
sitive units. Then, a knowledge graph constructed, where the
units are stored as entities and new triple functions are defined
to associate these entities. Finally, the parameters of the trip
functions are learned with the interactive sessions and the EMC
management report is obtained according to the results of the
triple function. Experiments verify the feasibility and useful-
ness of the proposed framework. The paper [item 18) in the
Appendix] proposes a new method to identify the fault loca-
tion and fault-type of sensors in the power drive system. The
extreme learning machine is adopted to train the sensor faulty
dataset and ensemble classifiers are developed to increase the
diagnosis accuracy. To balance the tradeoff between the diag-
nosis accuracy and speed, a time-adaptive fault diagnosis pro-
cess is designed. The proposed method can identify the stuck
fault, offset fault, noise fault of phase current, dc-link volt-
age, and speed sensor with high diagnosis accuracy. The paper
[item 19) in the Appendix] designs a fast image up-sampling
method for industrial applications at low magnification. First,
the edge and nonedged areas are distinguished and reconstructed
by different approaches. For edge areas, the local edge pat-
terns are encoded by an efficient local encoding process and
each pattern is reconstructed with a learned projection matrix.
For nonedged areas, a back-projection method is introduced to
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refine the textural details. Finally, the results are refined by an
additional postprocessing. Experiments show that the proposed
method achieves comparable results with very low computa-
tional cost. The paper [item 20) in the Appendix] proposes a
new blind deblurring approach in which a L0 penalty function
of both gradient and image is formulated into the total energy
function. By adding constraints to the dark channel of sharp
image, the proposed method avoids over smooth in the final
restoration. The proposed problem is decomposed into two sub-
problems that are solved in the frequency domain to improve the
efficiency of computing. The half-quadratic splitting method is
also employed to ensure the convergence of the proposed algo-
rithm. Experiments show that the proposed method significantly
enhance the edges of objects in image restoration application.
The paper [item 21) in the Appendix] introduces an intelligent
system for driver-automation shared driving control. The pro-
posed system consists of the driving decision making part and
the vehicle trajectory adaptation part. The drivers are allowed to
choose a desired position within the road lane rather than impos-
ing the lane centerline, such that the driver-automation conflict
is reduced and the driver is provided with more freedom. Both
objective and subjective evaluations demonstrate the effective-
ness of the proposed planning algorithm. The paper [item 22)
in the Appendix] presents a deep coupled dense convolutional
network with complementary sensor data to integrate informa-
tion fusion, feature extraction, and fault classification together
for intelligent diagnosis. In the proposed approach, the built-
in encoder signal and external vibration signal are used as the
analysis objects in parallel to obtain more abundant condition
information. When compared with traditional diagnosis meth-
ods that depend on the handcrafted features and the shallow
classification model, the proposed method may be a more pow-
erful approach for intelligent diagnosis. The experiments on a
planetary gearbox experiment rig illustrate the effectiveness of
the proposed method.

Concerning multisource data fusion for industrial systems,
[item 23) in the Appendix] presents a semisupervised hashing
method for large-scale crows-media search, which integrates
both the deep feature learning and the semantic binary code
learning in a unified framework. The unified binary code of
multisource data is generated without relaxation by solving
the discrete constrained objective function in an alternating
manner. Furthermore, the neighborhood structure of the input
data is captured during the code learning procedure, and the op-
timization is speeded up by a binary gradient descent algorithm.
The paper [item 24) in the Appendix] proposes an active fusion
approach for multimodal material recognition. To minimize the
gap among multimodal data, the adversarial dictionary learning
method is adopted to learn the modal-invariant representation.
Meanwhile, a reinforcement learning method is designed to se-
lect the active modality automatically. Experimental results on
a publicly available dataset demonstrate the good performance
of the proposed framework on material recognition. The paper
[item 25) in the Appendix] puts forward an object tracking
approach, which combines the information from both red green
blue (RGB) and infrared modalities. In order to learn the mul-
timodal feature template for appearance modeling, a modality
consistency feature template learning algorithm is developed.

The learning algorithm achieves the modality consistency in
both the representation and discriminability levels. An effective
optimization algorithm is also derived to learn the feature
template learning model. The paper [item 26) in the Appendix]
proposes a multistep modeling and optimizing algorithm to
learn the multiple energy system that contains various energy
systems, such as electricity and natural gas. The proposed
method divides a complex energy hub model into several
simple models and solves the original nonlinear problem by
substituting the variables in each simple model. The proposed
method is applicable for the large-scale multiple energy systems
and can obtain optimal operation decision steadily.

For performance evaluation and benchmark datasets for
industrial systems, [item 27) in the Appendix] detects the
concealed object, such as knife and phone, in the active
millimeter wave images. To facilitate the computational speed,
the lightweight network is taken as the backbone network.
Then, the dilated convolution is employed to enlarge the
resolution of feature maps, and a context embedding module
is also incorporated. Therefore, the proposed detector is able to
capture both the details and context information. Meanwhile,
a large-scale dataset is also constructed for performance
evaluation, which contains more than 50 000 images. The paper
[item 28) in the Appendix] presents a data-driven framework to
forecast the solar irradiation. Boosted regression trees, artificial
neural networks, support vector machine and least absolute
shrinkage, and selection operator are applied to model the
spatial relationship between the solar irradiation at the targeted
site and its neighboring sites. Meanwhile, the solar irradiation
at a targeted site is also forecasted. Comprehensive experiments
show that the boosted regression tree model achieves the best
performance, and demonstrate that the proposed framework is
applicable for the short-term forecasting of ground-based global
horizontal irradiation at the targeted site. The paper [item 29) in
the Appendix] presents a method to measure the refrigeration
capacity of hermetic compressors in extremely short times.
To deal with the nonlinear correlation among the variables,
artificial intelligence networks are utilized. Moreover, the pro-
posed algorithm measures the rate of pressure rise imposed by
the compressor instead of measuring the refrigeration capacity
directly, so the measurement time is significantly shortened.
Experiments show that the proposed method can measure the
refrigeration capacity of a compressor in less than 7 s.

We hope that the reader appreciates the content of this Special
Section.
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